Trypanosomes, including *Trypanosoma brucei*, *Trypanosoma cruzi*, and *Leishmania* spp., are single-celled parasites that infect millions of people. The World Health Organization has recognized that trypanosomes cause several "neglected tropical diseases" ([@r1]). The multistage life cycle of these pathogens alternates between mammalian and insect hosts. Survival and transmission of these parasitic organisms critically depend on cell motility. In *T. brucei,* cell motility is driven by a flagellum attached laterally along the cell body ([@r2]). The molecular basis of flagellum attachment has been investigated by biochemical and molecular genetics methods ([@r3][@r4][@r5][@r6]--[@r7]). These studies highlight the functional importance of the flagellum attachment in flagella-driven cell motility and flagella-regulated cell morphogenesis during the parasite cell cycle and life cycle development. Cell motility has been studied by high-speed video microscopy and simulation methods ([@r8][@r9][@r10][@r11]--[@r12]). These studies provided important mechanistic insights into the flagellum-dependent cell motility and emphasized the strong influence of environmental conditions on cell motility. For example, the mammalian bloodstream form of parasites exhibit faster, more directional movement in a crowded and high-viscosity medium, mimicking the blood ([@r8]). When cultured on agar plates, the procyclic, insect-stage parasites demonstrate social motility behavior that is not observed in cell suspensions ([@r13]). From these early studies, it is plausible to hypothesize that both flagellum beating and host environments might affect the parasites' motility behavior. However, due to the resolution limitation of light microscopy, information on 3D ultrastructural organization of the cell body and its structural and functional coupling to flagellar beating is still lacking.

Cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) allows us to view 3D supramolecular details of biological samples preserved in their proper cellular context without chemical fixative and/or metal stain. However, samples thicker than 1 μm are not accessible to cryo-ET because at typical accelerating voltages (≤300 kV), few singly scattered electrons would penetrate such a thick sample ([@r14]). Therefore, cryo-ET of an entire intact eukaryote has not been feasible except in some cases, such as picoplankton ([@r15]), *Plasmodium* sporozoites ([@r16]), and human platelets ([@r17]), which have no nucleus.

The procyclic form of *T. brucei* has a long and slender shape with a maximum diameter of 2--3 μm near the nucleus ([@r18], [@r19]). Its characteristic auger shape is generated by a subpellicular microtubule (SPM) array consisting of \>100 stable microtubules cross-linked with each other and with the inner face of the plasma membrane to form a cage-like scaffold beneath the cell membrane ([@r20][@r21]--[@r22]) ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*A*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). The membrane-bound flagellum contains a microtubular axoneme and a paraflagellar rod (PFR) that exits the cell body and extends toward the anterior, tapered end of the cell ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*B*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). The extracellular part of the flagellum is attached via its membrane laterally to the cell body, primarily as a left-handed helix ([@r22], [@r23]). Previous ET studies showed regularly spaced, staple-like structures along the flagellum that connect the flagellar and cell body membranes ([@r24]) ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1*C*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). Other electron-dense filament-like structures have been seen between the flagellum and the SPMs ([@r22]). Four special SPMs, called the microtubule quartet (MtQ), are nucleated near the basal bodies, run along the flagellar attachment zone, and are antiparallel to all other SPMs.

Using microfluidic devices, we found that procyclic *T. brucei* cells are capable of penetrating size-limiting orifices smaller than their maximum cell diameter. Inhibition of flagellar beating and perturbation of flagellar attachment both impair the cell's ability to penetrate, suggesting a role of flagellar motility in modifying the cell body. To characterize cell body structural changes associated with *T. brucei* cell movement, we genetically engineered anucleate *T. brucei*, which allowed us to examine the whole cytoskeleton in three dimensions using cryo-ET without sectioning or milling. Changes in SPM twist and SPM spacing were found to associate with the flagellar pattern known to correlate with its beating, indicating that the SPM is highly deformable (at least in its twist angle) in response to flagellar beating and/or environmental conditions. By comparing 3D annotated tomograms of parasites with different flagellar attachment and cell motility patterns, we generated a model to explain how flagellar beating, together with environment conditions, can induce cell body deformation.

Results {#s1}
=======

Coordinated Flagellum--Cell Body Movement Facilitates Cell Passage Through a Size-Limiting Microfluidic Array. {#s2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*T. brucei* can penetrate deep tissues and other physical barriers during host infections ([@r2]). To investigate the migration behavior, procyclic *T. brucei* cells in culture medium were passed through a microfluidic device with arrays of 1.4-μm slits, at a constant flow rate of 5 μL/min ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). Under this condition, the directional migration of the cells through the microfluidic device was driven by the flow rather than the directional motility of the cell. The maximum unhindered velocity of cells in the microfluidic device was measured to be ∼160 μm/s, shown in [Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. The 1.4-μm slit width is approximately one-half the maximum diameter of an average procyclic cell; thus, the ability of a cell to pass through the size-limiting slits and the time required to do so reflected how well the cell could compress or deform at the orifices.

![Coordinated flagellum--cell body movement facilitates cell deformation and passage through size-limiting microfluidic devices. (*A*--*C*) Wild-type, FLA1BP-RNAi, and ciliobrevin A-treated cells differ in flagellum attachment and motility behaviors (*n* ∼ 90 for each). (*D*) Wild-type, with or without ciliobrevin A treatment, and FLA1BP-RNAi cells were passed through the constriction channels with 1.4-μm orifices at a constant flow rate of 5 μL/min and recorded at 100 fps for 13 s. Traces of cell movement are shown overlaying the microfluidic chamber, with colors representing different velocities. (*E*) The percentage of cells, able to pass through at least 10 consecutive constricting orifices within the 13 s of imaging time, was monitored (*Left*), and the total time required to pass through 10 consecutive orifices was determined for each cell (*Right*). *P* value is calculated by two-tailed unpaired *t* test: \**P* \< 0.05 and \*\**P* \< 0.01.](pnas.1722618115fig01){#fig01}

Impressively, greater than 85% of wild-type cells could pass through at least 10 consecutive size-limiting slits during the 13-s recording time ([Movie S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)), suggesting deformability of the cell body. To evaluate the role of flagellar motility in this penetration behavior, we perturbed flagellar motility in two different ways. First, *T. brucei* cells were treated with a dynein inhibitor ciliobrevin A, which has been shown to significantly inhibit *Leishmania* flagellar beating and coordinated cell movement ([@r25]). In the second approach, cells were depleted of FLA1BP, a membrane adhesion molecule involved in flagellar attachment ([@r26]), by tetracycline-inducible RNAi ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*A*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). FLA1BP-RNAi cells are viable and proliferate normally in cell culture, despite flagellar detachment from the cell body ([@r26]). Cell motility was significantly impaired in both ciliobrevin A-treated and FLA1BP-RNAi cells ([Fig. 1 *A*--*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

Under the same flow conditions, only ∼15% of ciliobrevin A-treated cells and ∼27% of FLA1BP-RNAi cells were able to pass through at least 10 consecutive size-limiting slits during the 13-s recording time ([Fig. 1 *D* and *E*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [Movie S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). Of the cells that completed the passage, ciliobrevin A-treated and FLA1BP-RNAi cells both took longer than wild-type cells to traverse the same distance. Together, these results suggest that flagellum-driven, attachment-mediated motility facilitates cell passage through size-limiting barriers, and may require deformation of live trypanosome cells. To further explore this possibility, we went on to examine the motility-associated changes in the cell body using cryo-ET at nanometer resolution scale.

Generation of Anucleate *T. brucei* with Different Flagellum Attachment and Motility Phenotypes. {#s3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*T. brucei* nuclei are large and located at the widest part of the cell ([@r18], [@r19]). Thus, we genetically engineered a thinner anucleate *T. brucei* (also known as a "zoid") that could be suitable for cryo-ET. Zoids are generated by inhibiting nuclear division either through the use of anti-microtubule drugs ([@r27]) or genetic perturbation ([@r28], [@r29]). We used RNAi silencing of TbCentrin4 to induce zoid formation. This silencing led to unequal nuclei segregation into daughter cells, producing both anucleate and multinucleate daughters ([@r29]) ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Compared with other zoid-inducing methods, TbCentrin4-RNAi has several advantages. Zoids produced by TbCentrin4-RNAi had normal flagellar attachment, were motile, and retained the long and slender cell shape as in wild-type cells ([@r29]) ([Figs. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*B*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). Additionally, TbCentrin4-RNAi did not inhibit nuclear division in nucleate daughter cells. Continued nuclear division generated large numbers of both zoids and multinucleated cells. These two cell types were easily separated using cell sorting or differential centrifugation ([@r29]).

![Anucleate zoids and minis exhibit different flagellum attachment configurations and motility behaviors. (*A*) Comparison of cellular organization in zoids and minis relative to wild-type cells. Both minis and zoids lack a nucleus (depicted by the big blue circle) but contain other major organelles, including the kinetoplast (small blue circle), the basal bodies (purple square), and the flagellum (red line). The flagellum was of similar length in all three types (*n* ∼ 100 for each): 16.7 ± 2.9 μm for wild type, 16.5 ± 4.9 μm for zoids, and 14.8 ± 2.5 μm for minis. FB, flagellar base; FT, flagellar tip. (*B*) Live-cell movement was recorded by videomicroscopy (∼6 fps) and analyzed by manual tracking of the posterior end using ImageJ (*n* = 45 for each). (*C*) Flagellar beating and movement of wild type, zoids, and minis were recorded with high-speed videomicroscopy at 1,000 fps. In all types, most flagellar waves (brackets) initiated from near the distal tip of the flagellum (arrowheads) and propagated along the flagellum toward the flagellar base. The positions of the posterior end near the beginning and end of a wave propagation are marked by blue and red lines, respectively. Numbers in the *Top Left* corner indicate time in milliseconds. Arrows indicate the direction of movement.](pnas.1722618115fig02){#fig02}

![Three-dimensional manually annotated tomograms of a representative zoid and mini. (*A* and *B*) A representative slice of reconstructed tomograms for the zoid (*A*) and the mini (*B*). (*C* and *D*) Manual annotations of subcellular features in a representative zoid (*C*) and mini (*D*). *E* and *F* are enlarged views of the boxed areas in *C* and *D*, respectively. Axoneme, purple; PFR, dark red; staples, blue; mitochondria, red; SPMs, cyan; and MtQ microtubules, green. One single SPM in the zoid and the mini was colored black. Note that compression of the samples was observed in some cases, resulting in flattened appearance of the samples as seen in the 3D maps. Missing wedge and flattening may also account for the absence (in certain orientations) and/or sharp bending of SPMs in some areas. However, such compression is expected in vivo as the cells pass through narrow spaces.](pnas.1722618115fig03){#fig03}

In addition to zoids, we generated anucleate *T. brucei* having a detached flagellum, referred to as minis. Minis were generated by silencing both TbCentrin4 and FLA1BP ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*A*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). Both zoids and minis had flagella of similar length to that of wild-type cells ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). With the exception of the nucleus, they contained all of the other major organelles examined ([@r29]) ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3*B*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). Anucleate mutants do not undergo further division, but they retained integrity and had actively beating flagella for at least 3 d in culture.

The motility of zoids and minis was analyzed by tracking the movement of individual cells using live-cell video microscopy ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [Movie S2](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)) and high-speed video microscopy ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). As reported previously ([@r8], [@r9]), flagellar beating initiated mostly at the distal tip of the flagellum. In both wild-type cells and zoids, beating waves propagated along the flagellum and the attached cell body, toward the flagellar base, which propelled cell movement in the direction of the anterior end. In minis, both constant flagellar beating and tip-to-base propagating waves were observed similar to wild-type cells. However, their flagellar beating did not generate productive movement.

Cryo-ET of Zoids and Minis Reveal Differences in SPM Handedness. {#s4}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Zoids and minis were enriched to ∼70% homogeneity, vitrified, and imaged using an electron microscope ([*Materials and Methods*](#s8){ref-type="sec"}). Tomograms of minis and zoids showed salient intracellular features, including the flagellum (with the axoneme and PFR), mitochondrion, and SPMs in orderly arrays ([Fig. 3 *A* and *B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [Movies S3](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental) and [S4](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). Electron-dense granules of varying size of 100--350 nm in diameter were observed in both zoids and minis. Such structures were not reported in earlier cryo-ET cells and may be stress organelles or other unknown structures found in these anucleate mutants. Views of 3D annotated tomograms are shown in [Fig. 3 *C* and *D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [Movies S3](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental) and [S4](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental).

The overall shapes of both zoids and minis were similar to those of wild-type parasites, although minis were shorter due to the depletion of FLA1BP ([Fig. 2*B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}) ([@r26]). The flagellum of zoids was attached to the cell body. Electron-dense staple-like structures that connect the flagellar and cell membranes were localized to the attachment zone ([Fig. 3 *C* and *E*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Staple-like structures were not observed in minis, in which the flagellum is detached from the plasma membrane ([Fig. 3 *D* and *F*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). This observation suggests that FLA1BP is a major component of the staple-like structures and/or that FLA1BP depletion prevents staple formation, assembly or stability.

The flagellum in some zoids exhibited a complex helical pattern along the cell body that formed a left-handed turn near the posterior end and a right-handed turn near the anterior end. To analyze SPM helicity and the effect of flagellar attachment, we annotated the flagella and SPMs in randomly selected tomograms of 12 minis and 25 zoids. In addition to manual annotations, we are able to reliably and confidently analyze the SPM configuration and flagellar handedness with a newly available automated tomogram annotation method ([@r30]). All 12 minis contained only left-handed SPM helices in the posterior part of the cell and left-handed or straight SPM toward the anterior, suggesting that left-handedness or straightness are probably the default configurations of the SPM in the absence of an attached flagellum ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). In contrast, more complex SPM helical arrangements were observed in over 25 tomograms of zoids with attached flagella. Importantly, SPMs in zoids mirrored the local helical arrangement of the flagellum, providing direct evidence that the cytoskeleton organization is coupled to flagellar configuration ([Fig. 3*C*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [Movie S3](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)).

![Handedness of SPM helical arrangement follows that of the flagellum in zoids. Twenty-five tomograms of randomly selected zoids and 12 tomograms of randomly selected minis were recorded, reconstructed, and annotated for the flagellum and cell body using manual annotation or the automated annotation tool in EMAN2. The helical arrangement of the flagellum around the cell body was characterized and listed in the table above. The SPMs were automatically annotated in both zoids and minis, and their handedness was analyzed.](pnas.1722618115fig04){#fig04}

Based on flagellar morphology, the 25 zoid tomograms were classified into two types ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). Greater than three-quarters of zoids (19/25) had flagella exhibiting flagellar waves similar to those observed in live wild-type *T. brucei* ([Fig. 2*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), or in chemically fixed wild-type cells using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) ([@r9]). In the other one-quarter of zoids, the flagellum was nonhelical and appeared parallel to the cell body along the length of the attachment. As the cells represent snapshots of flagellar beating captured at the time of vitrification, this minority population could represent a particular functional state during the beating waveform or cells not undergoing flagellar beating.

Twenty-three of the 25 zoid tomograms could be annotated using the automated tomogram annotation method ([@r30]). In all 23, the SPMs in the region posterior to the flagellum attachment exhibited only left-handed helicity. In this respect, SPM in zoids resembled those in mini cells. However, SPM arrays located in the anterior part of the cell (i.e., where the flagellum is attached) followed the local handedness of their flagellum ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). In zoids with a flagellar wave pattern, approximately one-half (47%) contained SPM and flagellar helices with mixed left- and right-handedness, and the other half (53%) contained SPM and flagella with only left-handed helical arrangements. By contrast, in zoids without a flagellar wave pattern, the SPM appeared nonhelical, like the flagellum. In summary, the SPMs followed the local helical pattern of the flagellum, with the exception of the posterior region. None of the 23 zoids had either all--left-handed flagella with mixed SPM handedness, or vice versa. These observations indicate that flagellar motility plays a role in modulating the helical patterns of SPMs and specifically implicates lateral flagellar attachment, which is present in zoids but not in mini cells.

The SPM Array Is a Deformable Scaffold. {#s5}
---------------------------------------

To further characterize the spatial organization of the SPM arrays, we quantified and visualized the center-to-center distance between adjacent SPMs (SPM spacing) by manually annotating a representative mini, a zoid with flagellar wave pattern, and a zoid without flagellar wave pattern ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). We found that the intermicrotubule spacing within each cell was highly variable ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Differences in SPM spacing were localized to different regions of the cell. For instance, the zoid with a flagellar wave had many tightly packed SPMs with a spacing of \<35 nm. However, these SPMs were mainly localized to two regions on either side of the flagellar wave ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}) where the cell cross-section narrowed ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). To a lesser extent, reduced SPM spacing was also observed in the zoid without a flagellar wave in areas where the cell was in contact with the lacey carbon film of the electron microscopy support grid ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the SPM array is deformable not only by flagellar beating but also by external or environmental forces (i.e., the electron microscopy grid support film). Although the variations in intermicrotubule spacing we observed within each cell contrasts with previous reports describing this spacing as "invariant" in chemically fixed samples ([@r31]), the mean SPM spacing was similar between cells: 42 nm (SD, 19 nm) in the mini, 43 nm (SD, 17 nm) in the zoid with a flagellar wave, and 46 nm (SD, 16 nm) in the zoid without a flagellar wave. These mean spacing values are consistent with published values of spacing for chemically fixed and plastic-embedded wild-type cells ([@r31]).

![Flagellar wave modifies SPM spacing. (*A* and *B*) Intermicrotubule spacing of representative minis and zoids, either with or without a flagellar wave, shown as heat maps (*A*) or histograms (*B*). The histogram indicates larger spacing in minis, while smaller spacing is more dominant in zoids, especially those with a flagellar wave (arrows in *A*) or in any part of the cell in close contact with the lacey grid (arrowheads, in *A*). (*C*) Microtubule segments were manually extracted from different parts of a single zoid that contained a flagellar wave, as shown in the *Middle* of *A*. Note that images shown in *C* were flipped horizontally compared with *A*. These segments were divided into five classes based on the intermicrotubule spacing. The cellular position of all segments belonging to that spacing class is marked in pink. An enlarged view of an average of the segments from that class is shown in an *Inset*. (*D*) Subtomogram averages of neighboring SPMs (denoted MT1 and MT2) revealed intramicrotubule densities (arrowheads) as well as intermicrotubule connecting densities (arrow). (*E*) The intensity and the position of the connecting density between adjacent SPMs were determined for all five classes.](pnas.1722618115fig05){#fig05}

Many eukaryotes, including *Trypanosoma*, have "cross-bridges" that span adjacent microtubules ([@r21], [@r31]). Where the SPM spacing varies, are cross-bridges absent, or can they stretch to different lengths? We extracted subvolumes containing microtubule segments and projected them normal to the plane of the SPM to create 2D "top views" of local regions. We sorted these by reference-free class averaging, yielding classes with larger or smaller spacing between neighboring SPM. Mapping the areas contributing to each width class back onto the raw tomogram ([Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}), we confirmed the pattern observed from manual segmentation: for instance, tighter spacing on either side of the flagellar wave ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). In these classes, cross-bridges were observed regardless of the intermicrotubule spacing. As an alternative to reference-free class averaging, we then sorted projections into classes based on the spacing measured from manual segmentation of the SPM and obtained a similar result ([Fig. 5*C*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Whether using reference-free or segmentation-based classification, the cross-bridge densities are found to occur periodically every 26.6 nm along the SPM (SD, 0.8) despite the large variation in intermicrotubule distance of SPMs from 28 to 53 nm ([Fig. 5*E*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}).

We further confirmed this finding of cross-bridge spacing in 3D. We extracted subvolumes containing two neighboring SPM (denoted MT1 and MT2 in [Fig. 5*D*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}) from a dataset of higher-magnification tomograms. Three-dimensional subtomogram averaging confirmed the presence of cross-bridges every 26.6 nm ([Fig. 5*D*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, we also noted densities inside the SPM ([Fig. 5*D*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}), just as microtubule luminal densities have been observed in a variety of organisms ([@r16], [@r32]).

The Connection Between the Axoneme in the Flagellum and SPMs in the Cell Body Is Not Rigid. {#s6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because the cell body deforms in response to flagellar beating ([Figs. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}), there must exist some set of molecules to mechanically couple the force of axonemal bending in the flagellum to the SPM cortex in the cell body. We observed the ultrastructural organization of the flagellar attachment region in zoids with or without a flagellar wave pattern, examining the relative positions of the PFR, axoneme, and MtQ along the entire length of flagellar attachment in all of the zoids ([Fig. 6*A*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}). The relative position of the PFR to the axoneme was fixed, consistent with previous observations ([@r33]) ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). However, the position of the PFR/axoneme complex relative to the MtQ (and cell body) was highly variable. Whether a flagellar wave pattern was present or absent, the relative position of the PFR/axoneme complex with respect to the MtQ is not fixed---even within a single cell (compare [Fig. 6*B*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"} to [Fig. 6*D*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}; [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). The variable positioning of the PFR/axoneme complex relative to the SPM was also observed in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) sections of chemically fixed wild-type parasites and in ion beam slice views of wild-type cells fixed with high-pressure freezing and freeze substitution ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S7](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)), although the relative angles were not as extreme as those seen in the cryo-ET samples. For both serial-section TEM and focused ion beam (FIB) SEM, the samples were chemically fixed in suspension, therefore free of possible compression artifacts produced in the plunge-freeze protocol of cells. These results suggested that the macromolecules connecting the axonemal microtubules and SPM are not spatially rigid, contrary to previous models that assumed a rigid connection ([@r8]).

![A flexible connection between the axoneme and the SPM. (*A*) In this zoid containing a flagellar waveform, the flagellar axoneme (whose orientation is defined by the central pair microtubules in yellow) and the MtQ (part of the SPM array, and colored green) do not have the same relative orientation along the entire flagellar attachment region. (*B*--*D*) Cross-sections of the tomograms (*Top*) and 3D annotations (*Bottom*) at three different cross-sections marked in *A*. Although the relative position of the axoneme (doublets in pink and central pair in yellow) with respect to its PFR (red) remains constant, the entire flagellar complex (axoneme plus PFR) appears to rotate with respect to the MtQ. (Scale bars: 200 nm.) (*E*) Cartoon representation of key components in force transmission, colored as in *B*--*D*, relaxed (*Left*) or during axonemal bending (*Right*). The bending of the axoneme (purple), which is rigidly linked to the PFR (red), will push or pull the staples (blue) that connect the flagellar and cellular membranes (orange), but there is no rigid connection between the axoneme/PFR and the staple and the axonemal force may be transmitted to the staple via other flexible connections or the membrane itself. The SPM (blue), and its MtQ in particular (green), are twisted by this force and perhaps also pulled apart or pushed together causing variation in the span of cross-bridges (gray). Block arrows numbered 1--4 represent the order of force transmission from the axoneme to the axoneme/PFR complex (2), to the staples (3), and finally to the SPMs. (*F*) Model of a hyperboloid of revolution, showing how local cell deformation could be induced by flagellar beating (left and right turns) and external forces that limit rotation at the top of the hyperboloid.](pnas.1722618115fig06){#fig06}

Discussion {#s7}
==========

In this study, we generated genetically anucleate *T. brucei* mutants that differ in flagellar attachment and motility phenotypes. Cryo-ET of the anucleate zoids provided an ensemble of structural snapshots of the cytoskeleton and associated flagellum in different cell motility states of *T. brucei* as indicative by their wave patterns. By comparing zoids and minis with and without lateral flagellar attachment ([Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}), we showed that the cell body itself can deform as defined by changes in SPM helicity ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}) and spacing ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}) in response to flagellar beating and external conditions as reflected by the wave patterns and EM grid support surface. The flagellar motility-dependent cell deformation may explain the extraordinary ability of live *T. brucei* cells to penetrate size-limiting slits in microfluidic devices ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

The observation of cell deformation, as defined by handedness changes and spacing variation of the SPMs, requires the ability to visualize and analyze whole-cell microtubule organizations at nanometer resolution. This was achieved in our study using cryo-ET on anucleate *T. brucei.* Previous EM studies with thin sections or cryosections did not systematically measured microtubule spacing in whole cells. In published studies, serial block face--SEM, cryo-soft X-ray tomography, or live-cell optical imaging have been used to view whole *T. brucei* cells, vitrified or live. However, these techniques do not have the resolution to see individual microtubules in whole cells ([@r18], [@r34]). In our cryo-ET study, we additionally observed a "constriction site," presented by the reduction in SPM spacing and cross-section area, in the cell body of ∼40% zoids imaged but never in minis ([Fig. 5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Figs. S4 and S5](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). In all zoids containing a constriction site, flagellar waves were present. This type of cell deformation has not been reported in other whole-cell reconstruction studies ([@r18], [@r35]); neither was this deformation observed in our own slice-and-view reconstructions of suspension cells preserved by high-pressure freezing ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S7](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). Notably, the flexibility in the axoneme/MtQ positioning in zoids was confirmed through other EM sample preparation protocols and imaging techniques by using standardized chemical fixation, hydration, and embedding followed by ultrathin sectioning or using high-pressure freezing followed with FIB-SEM ([Fig. 6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Figs. S6 and S7](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). Both protocols were applied to cell suspensions.

The absence of evidence for a constriction site and cell deformation in high-speed video of live-cell studies ([@r9]), our FIB-SEM, or other whole-cell reconstruction studies ([@r18], [@r35]) suggested that the extreme cell deformation may be present in some cells plunge-frozen on grids but not in free-swimming cells. Cells plunge-frozen for cryo-ET differ in two major ways from chemically fixed or high-pressure frozen cells. First, the force of blotting may compress cells, potentially introducing nonnatural deformations. Second, contact with the grid surface may impose additional forces on the trypanosome samples. In either scenario, the additional environmental forces may limit the free movement and rotation of the cell body. In particular, if flagellar beating twists the SPMs while cell body rotation is restricted, a hyperboloid would be introduced and constriction would result ([Fig. 6*F*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"} and [Movie S5](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). Based on these results, cell body deformation observed in cryo-ET (but not in other imaging methods on cell suspensions) is likely a consequence of flagellar beating during blotting combined with trypanosome interaction with the grid.

Past and recent studies have noted a highly invasive lifestyle of *T. brucei*, which is capable of penetrating deeply into various tissues and organs in the hosts. For example, *T. brucei* penetrates the blood--brain barrier in animal hosts and can be found in many deep tissues ([@r36], [@r37]). In tsetse flies, it can penetrate the peritrophic matrix and the proventriculus to migrate from the midgut to the salivary gland ([@r38]). Such penetration behavior would involve close contact and interaction of *T. brucei* with host cells and tissues. Thus, the cell deformation phenotypes we observed in the microfluidic and the cryo-ET experiments may be relevant to the configuration of *T. brucei* in a host, and the deformability of SPMs and the cell body may be critical for parasite penetration through size-limiting barriers in the host. Indeed, *T. brucei* contact with host cells and tissues has long been documented, both in vitro and in vivo ([@r39], [@r40]).

Only a few studies, however, have examined the role of flagellar motility in host infections. In tsetse flies, a motility mutant can proliferate in the midgut but cannot establish salivary gland infections, suggesting that this motility mutant fails to migrate from midgut to salivary gland or cannot differentiate from procyclic form to other life cycle stages ([@r41]). In mice, a PFR mutant was rapidly cleared from infected animals ([@r42]). However, a dynein mutant that does not exhibit viscosity-dependent motility enhancement (but is otherwise viable in culture) infects mice as efficiently as wild-type cells ([@r43]). These in vivo studies manifest the complexity of the function and regulation of flagellar motility. Different flagellum-dependent cellular functions are likely differentially required for various infection needs.

We have previously shown that the sinusoidal axonemal bending can be transformed into a 3D bihelical pattern by the PFR ([@r44]). Here, we demonstrated that the relative position of the axoneme/PFR complex with respect to the MtQ is highly variable ([Fig. 6 *B* and *D*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). We thus propose that the axoneme/PFR complex pushes or pulls its enveloping flagellar membrane or some other flexible linker proteins to transmit force to the staple-like structures in the attachment zone. This force distorts the SPM array. The distortion leads primarily to SPM array twisting, which dictates the handedness when flagella are attached to the cell body. This mechanical model explains how axonemal bending force can twist the cell body ([Fig. 6*E*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}). Note that both left-handed and right-handed helical arrangement of both the flagellum and the SPMs have been observed in our reconstructed zoids in contact with electron microscopy grids. These ultrastructural results are consistent with the bihelical motion model ([@r9]) previously proposed for procyclic cell motions in suspension. It is worth noting that our study is performed exclusively on mutants derived from procyclic cells. Several differences in motility behavior have been noted between procyclic and bloodstream-form parasites. For example, procyclic cells demonstrate social motility behavior which is not observed in bloodstream-form cells under the same conditions ([@r13]). The bloodstream-form cells ([@r8]), but not the procyclic cells ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)), show enhanced swimming directionality and persistence in high-viscosity medium. It is possible that procyclic and bloodstream-form flagella have different beating motions. Nevertheless, any of these motions are based on the underlying biophysical properties as revealed here in terms of the handedness and microtubule spacing changes.

Recent studies have made remarkable progress in identifying the molecular components that connect the flagellum to the cell body, mostly in the procyclic-form cells ([@r3], [@r5], [@r6], [@r26], [@r45][@r46][@r47]--[@r48]). High--molecular-mass molecules such as FLAM3 have been proposed to connect the axoneme to the FLA1BP/FLA1 membrane adhesion structure ([@r46]). How these molecules interact and function together to link the flagellum to the SPM is yet to be investigated. In particular, the staple's components are unidentified. Previously, we showed that the flagellar transmembrane protein FLA1BP interacts with cell membrane protein FLA1 via their extracellular domains, and FLA1BP and FLA1 are both required for proper flagellar attachment ([@r26]). Here, when we silence FLA1BP, we no longer observe staples nor cell deformation in minis ([Figs. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these results indicate that either FLA1BP is a key component or is required for formation or stability of the staples, which are crucial structural components in force transmission from the flagellum to the cell body.

Materials and Methods {#s8}
=====================

Cell Culture and Transfection. {#s9}
------------------------------

The procyclic *T. brucei* cell line 29.13, which is engineered to support tetracycline-inducible expression, was cultivated in Cunningham's medium ([@r49]) supplemented with 15% heat-inactivated tetracycline-free FBS (Clontech Laboratories),15 μg/mL G418, and 50 μg/mL hygromycin at 28 °C. RNAi silencing of FLA1BP and TbCentrin4 were performed as previously described ([@r26], [@r29]). For dual silencing of FLA1BP and TbCentrin4, we cloned a 420-bp fragment of TbCentrin4 (nucleotides 19--438) and a 518-bp fragment of FLA1BP (nucleotides 1385--1902) into a pZJM construct ([@r50]) (called pZJM/FLA1BP-TbCentrin4). For stable transfection, 15 μg of NotI-linearized plasmid DNA was electroporated into cells, and stable clones were selected with phleomycin (10 μg/mL) via serial dilution.

Microfluidic Methods. {#s10}
---------------------

The microfluidic device consisted of 24 rows of hexagonal constrictions with a slit size of 1.4 μm ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). Bypass channels were designed on both sides of the constriction channel to prevent cell overload and sudden changes of flow. To prepare the microfluidic devices, a master mold was fabricated on an SU-8 photoresist. The microfluidic devices were fabricated with a 10:1 ratio of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to curing agent using a standard soft lithography technique. An inlet and outlet was created using a 1.2-mm puncher. The prepared microfluidic devices were permanently attached to glass slides after plasma (FemtoScientific) and heat treatment. To perform the experiment, a microfluidic device was mounted onto an Olympus X71 microscope stage and observed using a 60× objective. A PHD Ultra (Harvard Apparatus) syringe pump was attached to the device using Tygon tubing. Before loading the cells, the chambers were washed with PBS containing 1% BSA at a flow rate of 25 μL/min to reduce friction between cells and constrictions. An estimated 8 × 10^6^ cells were loaded into a 1-mL syringe and injected into the microfluidic device at a flow rate of 5 μL/min. Once initiated, the system stabilized after 5 min, and then flowing cells were recorded at a rate of 100 frames per s (fps) using a Phantom V9.1 high-speed camera (Vision Research Phantom) for 13 s per video. Using the recorded videos, we calculated the percentage of cells that passed through 10 or more constrictions within the 13-s recording time. For the cells that transited at least 10 slits, we calculated the length of time required to pass through all 10 slits. Trypanosome tracking was performed automatically using customized scripts. The average of all video frames was subtracted from each frame so all moving objects could be identified. Objects that were close to each other in adjacent frames in the video were connected to form paths of trypanosome movement. Speed of cell movement was estimated using the distance the trypanosome moved from the previous frame to the next frame.

Isolation of Minis and Zoids. {#s11}
-----------------------------

Dual FLA1BP-Centrin4-RNAi or Centrin4-RNAi cells were cultured with 10 μg/mL tetracycline for 60 h to generate mini cells or zoids, respectively. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 1,800 × *g* for 7 min and resuspended in serum-free media. Anucleate cells were enriched by centrifuging at low speed three times using a swinging-bucket rotor (Eppendorf 5417R, Rotor A-8-11) and retaining only the top portion of the supernatant after each round of centrifugation. The protocol for each round of centrifugation was as follows: (*i*) 500 rpm for 2 min, 800 rpm for 2 min, then 1,400 rpm for 5 min and retaining 35% of the supernatant; (*ii*) 800 rpm for 3 min, then 1,500 rpm for 5 min and retaining 55% of the supernatant; and (*iii*) 1,800 rpm for 3 min and retaining 60% of the supernatant, which was highly enriched with zoids or mini cells (\>70% homogeneity).

Light Microscopy. {#s12}
-----------------

Cells were attached to coverslips, fixed, and permeabilized with prechilled methanol at −20 °C for 15 min and blocked with 3% BSA in PBS for 1 h before immunolabeling. Anti-PFR1 ([@r51]) and monoclonal antibody L3B2 ([@r52]) were used to label the PFR and the flagellum attachment complex, respectively. Nuclear and kinetoplast DNA was counterstained with 2 μg/mL DAPI (D1306; Invitrogen). Images or *Z* stacks (7--10 optical slices in 0.5-μm steps covering the entire cell depth) were acquired using an Axioplan2 inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging) equipped with a CoolSNAP HQ^2^ camera (Photometrics) and a Plan-Apochromat 63×, N.A. 1.4 oil objective. Image processing and analyses were performed using AxioVision, release 4.8 (Carl Zeiss), for maximum intensity presentations of *z* stacks, ImageJ with ROI manager or MTrackJ plugin for length/distance measurements ([@r53]), and Adobe Photoshop CC 2015.5 for figure preparation.

Live-Cell Imaging. {#s13}
------------------

Control and freshly prepared mini cells or zoids were maintained in Cunningham's medium at 28 °C until imaging. To track cell movement, 10 μL of culture were spotted onto a hemocytometer and imaged using a 20× objective at 5 or 6 fps for 10 s. Cell movement was tracked by marking the position of the cell's posterior end in each frame in ImageJ. To monitor persistent swimming behavior, we calculated the percentage of cells that moved \>80 μm in any single direction during the 10-s imaging period over the total cells seen in the movies. To monitor flagellar beating (∼17 Hz), cells were imaged at 1,000 fps using a Phantom v9 camera (VisionResearch) for at least 1 s. Unlike the bloodstream form of *T. brucei* that exhibit viscosity-dependent motility behavior ([@r8], [@r54]), modification of medium viscosity using methylcellulose did not significantly affect the motility of the procyclic form of wild-type parasites ([*SI Appendix*, Table S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1722618115/-/DCSupplemental)). Thus, all subsequent cell motility assays in this study were performed in culture medium.

Cryo-ET of Plunge-Frozen Cells. {#s14}
-------------------------------

For whole-cell cryo-ET, 2 μL of zoids or mini cells (∼3 × 10^6^ cells per mL) were spread on lacey carbon film across copper EM grids (LC200-Cu-25, 200 mesh; Electron Microscopy Sciences). We added 2 μL of 25-nm gold particles to each side of the grids before and after cell attachment. Excess medium was blotted off in an environmentally controlled chamber maintained at 22 °C and 100% humidity. Cells were rapidly fixed by plunging into liquid ethane with Vitrobot Mark IV (FEI Company). Grids were stored in liquid nitrogen until cryo-ET examination.

To exclude cells that might be compressed or disrupted by blotting and freezing, samples for cryo-ET data collection were screened to search for intact cells positioned over the holes of the lacey film. Most tomograms were recorded on a Titan Krios electron microscope (FEI Company) at 300 kV equipped with a Falcon 2 direct detector. Tomographic tilt series were collected between ±60° at 1° or 2° increments with a defocus of −10 or −15 μm and different magnifications corresponding to 5.3 or 21.4 Å/pixel, respectively. Data were acquired under low-dose conditions using FEI tomography software (FEI Company). The exposure was ∼0.3 e^−^/Å^2^ per image, and the accumulated exposure for each tilt series was ∼40 e^−^/Å^2^ per tomogram.

Some tomograms were recorded on a 200-kV JEM2200FS equipped with an in-column energy filter and a slit set to 20 eV. Tilt series were collected under low-dose conditions using SerialEM ([@r55]). The series was collected between ±60° in 1.5° increments with a targeted defocus of −10 μm and magnification of 8,000×, equivalent to 15.2 Å/pixel using a Gatan US4000 CCD camera. The dose rate was ∼2.6 e^−^/Å^2^ per s, and exposure time was 0.5 s. The original images were binned 2 × 2. Tilt series were reconstructed using IMOD ([@r56]).

Tomogram Analysis. {#s15}
------------------

In the tomograms of three representative zoids and mini ([Figs. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}, and [6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}), PFR was manually annotated with Avizo (Visualization Sciences Group, FEI), and microtubules and all other organelles were annotated manually using IMOD ([@r56]). Using SciPy, annotations were oversampled and nearest-neighbor distances were computed using a *k*-d tree. For class averaging, microtubule subvolumes were extracted based on manual annotation. Aligned subvolumes were projected normal to the cell surface and sorted using reference-free class averaging to identify classes with larger or smaller spacing between neighboring SPMs. The normal vector was approximated using information from manual annotation, specifically the local vector of the microtubule and the direction of nearest neighbors. Projections underwent reference-free classification and were averaged iteratively using EMAN2 ([@r57]). Separately, projections were classified based on the spacing between the microtubules, which was estimated from manual annotation.

In the other zoids and minis, microtubules were annotated using the automated annotation tool in EMAN2 ([@r30]); the helical handedness was scored by eye based on the segmentation. To visualize the density between microtubules, microtubule subvolumes were extracted from an automatically annotated zoid imaged at 5.3 Å/pixel. Subvolume projections were used to perform an initial alignment and generate an initial model. Particles were aligned and averaged using EMAN2 single-particle tomography tools ([@r58]).

TEM. {#s16}
----

For TEM, 29.13 cells in suspension were fixed in situ with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in PBS, pH 7.2, and postfixed with 1% OsO~4~. After dehydration through increasing concentrations of ethanol, the samples were embedded in Spurr's resin. Ultrathin sections were stained with 0.2% uranyl acetate, air-dried, and then viewed using a Tecnai 12 electron microscope (FEI).

Dual-Beam Slice-and-View. {#s17}
-------------------------

Highly concentrated 29.13 cells were fixed by high-pressure freezing at 2,100 bar (Technotrade International) and freeze substituted with 1% OsO~4~ and 0.05% uranyl acetate in acetone in liquid nitrogen in a Leica EM AF S2 system for 48 h at **−**90 °C, 24 h at **−**60 °C, 18 h at **−**30 °C, and 4 h at 0 °C. Samples were then infiltrated and polymerized with LX112 resin (Ladd Research Industries), and viewed using a Helios Dual Beam system (FEI).
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